
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES 
UNICEF CAMBODIA COUNTRY OFFICE 

Title of Consultancy/Works: National Evaluation Capacity Development Workshop in Cambodia 
Requesting Section: Representative’s office 
 
 
1. Background 
 
On 31 December 2019, WHO was alerted to several cases of pneumonia of unknown origin in Wuhan 
City, Hubei Province of China, later identified as a novel Coronavirus (named “COVID 2019”). The virus 
has some similarities with other coronavirus such as SARS and MERS but is different in many aspects 
with unpredicted implications. Being a new virus, there is no standardized treatment or vaccine available, 
and the high rate of infection and frequency of international travel soon spread the virus across the globe 
over the following weeks. Cambodia confirmed its first case on January 28, 2020 and as of April 23rd, 
2020, 122 individuals have had confirmed cases of the novel coronavirus. To limit the spread of the virus, 
Cambodia’s response to the coronavirus emphasizes Nonpharmaceutical Interventions (NPIs), including 
travel restrictions, isolation, social distancing, quarantine, and closing businesses, factories, restaurants, 
schools, and public places. Such decisions have been implemented based on health concern, despite a 
very limited knowledge of possible non-health related effects on children and households.  
 
The Royal Government of Cambodia, with support of UNICEF and development partners, has responded 
to the emergency with strong Risk Communication and Community Engagement messaging as the 
infection rate has increased over recent weeks. Thousands of posters, billboards as well as TV spots, 
radio spots and online media messaging have been deployed nation-wide informing people of necessary 
preventative measures to protect against the spread of infection. It is expected that these messaging 
strategies (apart from the NPIs) has influenced the daily activities of people and their households over the 
short term, and potentially into the long term. Understanding whether people have seen/ heard these 
messages and measuring how well the recipients of these communications are responding by changing 
their behaviors is critical to the RCCE approach. This information is essential in assessing the 
effectiveness of the approach and in identifying and understanding the potential challenges that 
individuals/households are facing to properly protect themselves against infection and diminish the 
spread of the virus in a global pandemic. 
 
The current status of the virus in Cambodia is evolving, and as global health officials begin to express 
concern over a second outbreak, having an effective RCCE approach to inform and address the concerns 
of the general public, especially of youth, is essential for the near future. 
 
UNICEF in partnership with the Royal Government of Cambodia is looking for a survey firm to undertake 
high-frequency interviews to assess the behavioral change resulting from the impact the RCCE approach 
has had on individuals and their households during the COVID 19 pandemic. Though the core method for 
following these behaviors is online surveys, phone-surveys will also be used to reach those who are less 
likely to be connected through social media platforms. The goal of these surveys is to demonstrate a 
representative, inclusive sampling of households nation-wide. Utilizing a variety of channels, 500 surveys 
will be conducted in the initial wave, followed by two waves with 200 surveys each, with no more than 
three waves of surveys. The first survey will determine baseline values for the selected indicators and 
determine the initial impact areas of the RCCE approach thus far. The consecutive follow-up surveys will 
explore significant issues related to the key indicators in further detail. In total, expected 500 people are to 
be called, 200 of which will be followed over two months, beginning in May 2020 and ending in July 2020.  
 
2. Purpose and objectives of the consultancy/Contract 
 
The purpose of the consultancy is to conduct a high-frequency phone survey for UNICEF to monitor the 
effects that interventions in risk communication messaging have had on children and households during 



the current CoVID-19 outbreak. These Computer Assisted Telephone Interviews (CATI) will utilize a high-
frequency panel of households which will be chosen by UNICEF staff, and will be inclusive of youth and 
adults from varying provinces, educational backgrounds, identities and of the most vulnerable 
populations. Telephone numbers will be sourced by UNICEF through a variety of channels to be inclusive 
of all household types nation-wide.  
 
 
These channels may include, though are not limited to: 

• UNICEF partnerships with local phone companies (SMART) 
• Partnerships between ministries and social worker groups (the Child Welfare Department within 

the Ministry of Social Affairs Veterans and Youth Rehabilitation) 
• UNICEF partnerships with local advocacy groups for adolescent/youth (NGO CRC Cambodia) 
• Participants of UNICEF parenting program in several provinces (through ICS SP) 
• Partnerships between MOSVY and Residential Care Facilities in several provinces 
• Partnership with the Department of Prisons to contact adolescents in detention centers 
• Partnerships with the CMAA operating network 
• Partnerships with medical practitioners 

 
The surveys will focus on the themes of behavior change related to risk communication and community 
engagement in an emergency context. These surveys will be as inclusive in its representation of 
participants as possible to provide data to UNICEF, the Royal Government of Cambodia, and 
development partners with an evidence-based approach to risk communication and community 
engagement in the context of emergency response. The results of the surveys will be used to inform the 
government, UNICEF, and program implementing partners of the best methods to communicate with 
households nation-wide and emphasize the importance of adhering to public health guidelines during an 
outbreak of COVID 19 or other viral infection. 
 
The survey firm will undertake 500 panel phone surveys to estimate peoples Knowledge, Attitudes, 
Behaviors and Practices around COVID-19. These will be done in three waves, each happening three 
weeks after the next. The first wave with completed 500 surveys, the second two waves of 200 surveys 
each. The data collection phase will begin in April 2020 followed by the second and third waves in May 
and July 2020, respectively.  
 
Depending on the results of the first round of surveys, and the development of the current crisis, sample 
size/follow-up frequency and/or partners involved may change, resulting in a change in overall workload. 
The situation will be assessed over the course of the contract. In the event that any changes occur, a 
revised terms of reference and/or budget will be negotiated, along with any other modifications to the 
contract. 
 
The primary goal of the RCCE approach is to uphold one of the five outcomes in UNICEF Cambodia’s 
current Country Program Document for 2019-2023, developed in partnership with government ministries 
and supported by international partners. The outcome states, “By 2023, children and adolescents, 
including the most disadvantaged, benefit from effective social services and a child-sensitive social 
protection system.” 
 
The firm’s participation in the behavioral change survey and enhancing the RCCE approach directly 
addresses the corresponding output, which will be used to advance UNICEF’s communication system in 
an emergency context, specifically in a viral outbreak of a highly infectious disease with unpredictable and 
uncertain repercussions, such as Covid-19. The output is as follows: 
 
By 2023, national and sub-national administrations have strengthened capacity to formulate policies and 
plans to address multi-dimensional child poverty, with sound M&E systems. 
 
In addition to the above, the behavior change survey will generate baseline data in a modular approach 
that will adequately identify the Knowledge, Attitudes, Practices, and Perceptions of the Cambodian 



population, which will be captured in a list of indicators. These indicators will measure public awareness 
about the virus and its effects and official practices to prevent infection as well as the barriers to enforcing 
these practices for certain populations and to spreading accurate information from credible sources. The 
communication will be more refined as UNICEF learns how to provide crucial messaging using the means 
that are the most trusted among the households interviewed. The second and third round of surveys will 
focus on relevant issues as expressed by participants from the first round and monitor any changes over 
time in the indicators of the selected households. 
 
3. Programme Area and Specific IR Involved: 
 
Programme Area:  
Section: Public Policy and Financing for Children 
Outcome: By 2023, children and adolescents, including the most disadvantaged, benefit from effective 
social services and a child-sensitive social protection system. 
Output: By 2023, national and sub-national administrations have strengthened capacity to formulate 
policies and plans to address multi-dimensional child poverty, with sound M&E systems 
Included in approved AWP: Yes 
 
 
4. Work Assignments/TOR 

 
UNICEF will provide the consultant with the telephone numbers and with the ONA based platform to 
record the responses. The consultant will pilot the system with 10 initial calls and will provide a 
performance check report to UNICEF with the necessary changes and adjustments. The first wave of 
interviews will begin in May of 2020 with followed by a second and third wave of interviews every three 
weeks, ending in July 2020. The consultant is expected to collect an initial round of 500 surveys, followed 
by two smaller rounds of 200 surveys. The high-frequency survey questionnaire is designed by UNICEF 
staff using an XLS form on the ONA platform and is available in both English and Khmer.  

 
The survey firm is expected to present cleaned data in a dashboard for UNICEF to demonstrate accurate 
data and analysis of corresponding indicators. Each survey in the initial round is expected to last 
approximately 15 minutes, and the surveys in the subsequent rounds are expected to last approximately 
10 minutes. Each participant will be allotted phone credit of 1USD upon completion of the survey. 
 
5. Deliverables 
 
The following deliverables are expected of the survey firm: 
 

• Phone call protocol detailing how respondents and interview dates are allocated to enumerators, 
how refusals and attritions will be handled. The protocol indicates strategies the firm intends to 
adopt to track fully completed interviews, partially completed interviews, pending appointments, 
and a follow up system to monitor the refusals.  
 

• A tracking sheet with number of calls made before reaching respondents, and remarks if interviews 
are not completed, if respondent is not reached, or if the respondent within the household is 
replaced by another household member. For unsuccessful interviews, the tracking sheet would 
describe the reasons thereof either in the attempted interview or in a follow up call. 
 

• An enumerator training plan, handbook, and guidelines to account for the unexpected training 
circumstances, including any sudden limitations to service, internet connection, or that of the 
respondent during an interview. The handbook must also cover the proper method to conduct a 
high-frequency interview using CATI and the data collection process. 
 

• Raw database using a statistical software package (SPSS, R, Stata, etc) approved by UNICEF 
immediately following completion of last interview for each round. 



 
• Data quality assurance process to be approved by UNICEF 

 
• Cleaned database in selected software package and related cleaning explanation within one week 

of completion of each round (adding each round’s data to the previous rounds’ dataset with an 
identifier for the survey round). 
 

• Metadata for phone calls within one week after completion of the last interview for each round 
 

• Comprehensive analytical report that covers the results of the survey; 
 

• PowerPoint presentation presenting the findings in a visualized format;  
 

• Anonymized database with weights.  
 

• Data Confidentiality Protocol, detailing how to keep data confidential, how personal data will be 
properly managed, and an explanation of the firm’s data protection policies and data privacy 
requirements 

 
  
6. Reporting Requirements 

 
Throughout their contract, the firm is required to adhere to the following guidelines: 

• UNICEF’s UNEG Reporting Standards/Code of Conduct 
• UNICEF’s Ethics on Interviewing Children 
• UNICEF’s Guidance Note on Training Enumerators to Work with Children 
• Familiar with the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 

 
The firm is expected to secure verbal consent with the household representative(s) before the interview. 
After the introduction to the survey and its purpose, the first question will satisfy this requirement. The firm 
may assign a quality controller who will make a random set of call-backs to ensure that data has not been 
omitted or falsified. 
 
The firm will have an established recording system to monitor and track metadata, explanations for 
refusals to interview, partially completed interviews and completed interviews. 
 
All protocols, training plans, guidelines, and reports will be submitted in pdf formats. Presentations and 
slide decks may be submitted in pdfs or pptx formats. Tracking sheets and metadata will be submitted as 
Excel workbooks or similar format. Database will be submitted in format of selected software package. 
 
 
7. Location and Duration 
 

Location: Nationwide. Work to be performed from call-centre/ home. 
Duration: From June 2020 to August 2020 
Working Days: 11 weeks 
 

The selected survey firm is required to observe the most up to date restrictions on movement within 
national, provincial, city-wide guidelines. The training of enumerators and supervisors is expected to 
take place remotely and with follow-up meetings as needed as the current pandemic develops and 
adjusts its safety requirements. All interview rounds are expected to take place in the home. 
 

 
8. Qualifications or Specialized Knowledge/Experience Required 
 



The survey firm must meet the following requirements for all team leaders, supervisors and enumerators. 
Approximately 4 team leaders and 2 supervisors will be expected to work 5 weeks. Supervisors may 
alternate working weeks if necessary. Approximately 10 enumerators will be expected to work all 11 
weeks. 
 
 
Requirements for Team Leaders: 

• Advanced degrees in data science, computer science, statistics, or similar field, or at least 5 
years of experience in the field 

• Previous experience with data collection processes, data analysis and data quality assurance 
protocols 

• Previous work experience with phone surveys 
• Previous work experience with CATI 
• Previous experience with statistical software packages 
• Previous experience with dashboards 
• Experience with leading remote data collection processes 
• Working Languages: English and Khmer 

 
Requirements for Supervisors: 

• Advanced degrees in data science, computer science, statistics, or similar field, or at least 2 
years of experience in the field 

• Previous experience with data collection processes, data analysis and data quality assurance 
protocols 

• Previous work experience with phone surveys 
• Previous work experience with CATI 
• Previous experience with statistical software packages 
• Previous experience with dashboards 
• Experience with supervising remote data collection processes 
• Working Languages: English and Khmer 

 
 

 
9. Evaluation process and methods 
 
The survey firm will be evaluated based on their response to the terms of reference, using a 50/50 scale 
based on technical/commercial criteria. Please refer to Annex 1 below for an example on technical criteria 
and relative points. 
 

 
10. Administrative Issues/Confidentiality of Data 
 
Given the current circumstances of the pandemic, phone interviews, training, data collection and analysis 
will take place at the home to the greatest extent possible. In addition to obliging to global social distancing 
guidelines, technical equipment and infrastructure must be readily and consistently available to the firm for 
the duration of the contract.  
 
The data collection for the phone-surveys will require the following:  

• Workspace for each enumerator away from other enumerators (i.e. at home) 
• Tablets or computers for enumerators with a working Computer Assisted Telephone Interviews 

(CATI) data entry software 
• Access to a reliable internet connection for every enumerator in their respective workspace 

throughout the contract 
• Reliable smartphones with enough credit, data, and a good reception to consistently conduct 

interviews over long periods of time 



• Power banks (or generator access) in case of power interruptions in addition to back up generators 
systems, etc. in the event of power outages 

• Video conferencing program/app with enough resolution to conduct enumerator training 
• Up to date security system/data encryption to protect the data and enumerator training sessions 

from potential tech interference 
 
To adhere to the interview timeline to begin in early May, all equipment and infrastructure must be available 
by the survey firm for immediate use. It is essential for the survey firm to have the capacity to share data 
collection in real time using a cloud-based CATI system. 
 
 
The firm will share the server and chosen data storage source for data collection with the UNICEF 
Evaluation team to provide access to the raw data during the data collection process, which will assist in 
the Evaluation team’s ongoing data monitoring process along with the firm. The firm will develop data 
quality check and cleaning protocols together with to be preapproved by UNICEF directly after each wave 
of interviews. The firm is also expected to present the main indicators over time in a high-quality 
dashboard one week following each survey round. 
 
All the data and information collected or received for the purposes of this study will be kept strictly 
confidential and will be used exclusively to execute the ToR. The completed dataset and all utilized or 
deleted content thereof will be the property of the UNICEF. The selected firm may not use the data for 
replication of any kind under any circumstance, including research purposes or license the data to others 
UNICEF exclusively owns all rights in and to any work created in connection with this agreement, including 
all data, documents, information, copyrights, patents, trademarks, trade secrets or other proprietary rights 
in and to the work. The selected firm is not allowed to post or publish (electronically or in print) any project-
related information without the explicit permission of the UNICEF Evaluation team. 
 
As part of the proposal, the firm is expected to adhere to this policy in addition to the submitting protocol on 
how to manage confidential data, as previously noted. 
 
 
11. Project Management/Contract Supervisor and other stakeholders 

 
The firm will report Juanita Vasquez-Escallon, Evaluation Specialist at UNICEF and any other potential 
stakeholders during the presentations of the indicators after each round of surveys. 
 
These may include faculty from across UNICEF departments, developmental partners, or members of 
partnering ministries. 
 
12. Payment Schedule (Please link to deliverables to the extent possible): 

 
 

Deliverable Payment  Timeframe Specific 
requirements 

Guiding documents, 
protocols and 
trainings 

10% 5 days, by June 8th Comply with UNICEF 
Reporting standards 
 

Interviews Round 1 30% 1 week, by June 15th  
Interviews Round 2 20% 1 week, July 6th-13th  
Interviews Round 3 20% 1 week, August 3rd-10th  
Indicator Reports 
and Presentations 

20% 1 week after interview rounds 
close by June 22nd, July 20th, 
August 17th 

 

 



The days indicated above are indicative only and are used for estimation purposes. Fees shall be calculated 
based on the days offered to complete the assignment and shall be considered the maximum compensation 
as part of a lump sum contract. No additional fees shall be paid to complete the assignment. Payment will 
be made upon submission and approval of deliverables and full and satisfactory completion of the 
assignment 
   

ANNEX 1 
 

SAMPLE TECHNICAL EVALUATION CRITERIA 
 

Item  Technical Evaluation Criteria Max. Points Obtainable 

1 Overall Response  
e.g. the understanding of the 
assignment by the proposer and 
the alignment of the proposal 
submitted with the ToR 

10 

1.1 Completeness of response 5 
1.2 Overall concord between RFP 

requirements and proposal 
5 

2 Company and Key Personnel 40 
2.1 Range and depth of 

organizational experience with 
similar projects 

10 

2.2 Samples of previous work 15 
2.3 Client references 5 
2.4 Key personnel: relevant 

experience and qualifications of 
the proposed team for the 
assignment 

10 

3 Proposed Methodology and 
Approach  
e.g. Work plan showing detail 
sampling methods, project 
implementation plan in line with 
the project 

50 

3.1 Proposed work plan and 
approach of implementation of the 
tasks as per the ToR 

30 

3.2 Technologies used - compatibility 
with UNICEF 

10 

3.3 Innovative approach 10 

TOTAL TECHNICAL SCORES 100 

 
Minimum technical required score: 65 

 
 
 
 
 



Annex 1: Questionnaire 
 
សួស#ី! យូនីេសហ,កម/01 ចង់ឮពីអ8ក។ េយ:ង;នេរ=បចំ@រAB បសBង់មតិខFីមួយ េដ:មHីែស,ងយល់ពី@រយល់េឃ:ញរបស់មនុសNទូេPអំពីវRរុសកូរSូTUបេភទថX ីនិងជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩។ @រេឆF:យសំណួរេនះនឹងមិនឱcអ8កចំTយ

េពលេល:សពី ១៥ eទីេឡ:យ។ @រេឆF:យតបរបស់អ8កនឹងរកg1អeមិក (េនះiនន័យk នឹងពំុiននរTi8 ក់ដឹងពីអ8កែដលេឆF:យសំណួរនីមួយៗេeះេឡ:យ) េហ:យក៏ពំុiន@របនNល់ទុកនូវេoX ះ ឬព័ត៌iនលមrិតsB ល់

ខFtនរបស់អ8កេeះែដរ។ iនែតយូនីេសហ,បុ៉េTv ះែដលេឃ:ញ@រេឆF:យតបរបស់អ8កេឆF:យតបi8 ក់ៗ។ អ8កពំុwំ;ច់េឆF:យសំណួរxំងអស់េឡ:យ Uបសិនេប:អ8កពំុiនyរមXណ៍{យUសtលក80ង@រេឆF:យសំណួរxំងេeះ េហ:យអ8ក

yចរ|លងេPសំណួរបeB ប់េ}េពលTក៏;ន។ ពំុiនចេមF:យែដលUត~វ ឬខុសេeះេឡ:យ។ @រេឆF:យតបរបស់អ8កនឹងជួយឱcយូនីេសហ, និងៃដគូ yចេធ,:@រេឆF:យតប;ន@ន់ែតUបេស:រចំេ�ះតUម~វ@ររបស់មនុសNទូេPក80ង

អំឡ0ងេពលែដលiន@រផB0ះជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ េនះ។ @ររួមចំែណករបស់អ8កiនតៃមF�៉ង�F ងំចំេ�ះេយ:ង េហ:យេយ:ងខ�0ំសូមែថFងអំណរគុណដល់អ8កែដល;នចំTយេពលេវ�េនះ!  
 
សUiប់ព័ត៌iនបែន�ម សូមចូលេP@ន់េគហទំព័រ៖  
យូនីេសហ,កម/01៖ https://www.unicef.org/cambodia/ 
Uកសួងសុ�ភិ;ល៖ http://moh.gov.kh/ 
  

1. *េត:អ8កចង់បន�1មួយនឹង@រAB បសBង់មតិេនះែដរឬេទ? 
o 1.;ទ/wស 

o 2.េទ 

  
(សូមែថFងអំណរគុណ! េយ:ងខ�0ំសង�ឹមkអ8កនឹងUតឡប់មកេឆF:យសំណួរវ�ញេ}េពលែដលអ8កiនyរមXណ៍Uបេស:រ1ងេនះ។ សូមរកgសុវត�ិ�ព និងឧសgហ៍�ងសir តៃដរបស់អ8ក☺"#$%&) 

 
2. *yយុ ____________________ (សូមចុច "Submit" �ងេU@មេដ:មHីបន�) 

 
  

3. *Uបេស:រេប:អ8កiនyយុេU@ម ១៨ �8  ំេត:អ8ក;នទទួល@រអនុ�� តពីឪពុកi# យ ឬyTព�;លរបស់អ8កេដ:មHីេឆF:យសំណួរេនះែដរឬេទ? 
o 1.;ទ/wស 

o 2.េទ 
 
(សូមអរគុណចំេ�ះចំTប់yរមXណ៍របស់អ8ក! អ8កUត~វiន@រអនុ�� តពីឪពុកi# យ ឬyTព�;លរបស់អ8ក េដ:មHីេឆF:យសំណួរក80ង@រAB បសBង់មតិេនះ េទ:បអ8កyចwប់េផ#:មេឆF:យសំណួរេនះ;ន។) 

 
 

4. េភទ 
o 1. Uសី 

o 2. Uប0ស 

o 3.េផNងេទ=ត 

  

5. េខត�ែដល1yសយ�� នរស់េ}បច�0បHន8 
 

o 1. បeB យiនជ័យ 

o 2. ;ត់ដំបង 

o 3. កំពង់wម 

o 4. កំពង់�8 ងំ 



o 5. កំពង់ស/ឺ 

o 6. កំពង់ធំ 

o 7. កំពត 

o 8. កT# ល 

o 9. េ@ះកុង 

o 10. Uកេចះ 

o 11. មណ� លគិរR 

o 12. ភ8ំេពញ 

o 13. Uពះវ��រ 

o 14. ៃUពែវង 

o 15. េ�ធ�Aត់ 

o 16. រតនគិរR 

o 17. េស=ម�ប 

o 18. Uពះសីហនុ 

o 19. សBឹងែUតង 

o 20. A, យេរ=ង 

o 21. �ែកវ 

o 22. ឧត�រiនជ័យ 

o 23. ែកប 

o 24. ៃប៉លិន 

o 25. តH~ងឃX0ំ 
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6. េត:អ8កកំពុងរស់េ}1មួយនឹងពិ@រ�ពUបេភទTមួយែដរឬេទ? 
o 1.;ទ/wស 

o 2.េទ 

o 3. មិនចង់េឆF:យ 
 

7. កUមិតសិកg? 
o 1. មិន�F ប់;នប��ប់@រសិកgTមួយ 

o 2. មេត�យសិកg 

o 3. បឋមសិកg 

o 4. មធcមសិកgបឋមភូមិ 

o 5. មធcមសិកgទុតិយភូមិ 

o 6. ឧត�មសិកg 
 

8. េត:អ8ក�F ប់ឮពីជំងឺែដលបង េឡ:ងេ�យវRរុសកូរSូTUបេភទថXី (កូវRដ-១៩) ែដរឬេទ? � 

o 1.;ទ/wស 

o 2.េទ 

  
9. េត:@លពីេពលថXីៗេនះ អ8ក�F ប់េឃ:ញAរអប់រ|អំពីរេប=បប{  រជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ ែដរឬេទ? 
o 1.;ទ/wស 

o 2.េទ 

  
10. េត:អ8ក;នទទួលព័ត៌iនអំពីជំងឺេនះពីUបភពT? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់ែដលUត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
□ a.  វ�ទc0 📻#$%&'()* 
□ b. ទូរទសNន៍ 📺,-./01 
□ c. sB ងំ;៉ណូ/sB ងំរូប�ព 
□ d. @ែសត (អន¢ញ ឬ េ;ះពុម£) 📜3456 
□ e. េហ,សបុ៊ក (Facebook) 👍89: 
□ f. េគហទំព័រ 💻<=>?@AB 
□ g. ¥ត់ស៍ែអ៊ប (WhatsApp) 📞DEF 
□ h. េតេឡU@ម (Telegram) 
□ i. បT# ញAរព័ត៌iនដៃទេទ=ត📱HIJKLMN 
□ j. មូល�� នសុ�ភិ;ល/បុគ¦លិកផ#ល់េស¥ែថxំសុខ�ព  🏥PQRSTU 
□ k. សiជិកUគtAរ 👪WXYZ[\]̂_̀abcde 
□ l. មិត�ភក�ិ 👦ghijk 
□ m. បុគ¦លិកមណ� លសុខ�ព 🏥PQRSTU 
□ n. Uក0មUបឹកg/េមឃំុ 
□ o. y1� ធរភូមិ 
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□ p. េមដឹកeំAសe 
□ q. Uគ~ព�;លបុ�ណ 
□ r. បុគ¦លិកេU§រ�� ភិ;លែដលចុះអប់រ|ផNព,ផgយ�មសហគមន៍ 
□ s. Uប�នUក0មកFឹបកុiរ 
□ t. Uគ~បេUង¨ន 📚mnopqrstuv 
□ u. ដៃទេទ=ត 

 

(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
11. េត:អ8ក;នទទួលAរសំ�ន់ៗអ,ីខFះពីUបភពព័ត៌iនxំងេនះ? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់ែដលUត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
□ a. ដឹងkiនវRរុសUបេភទថXី (កូរSូT) ែដលបង ឱciនជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ 
□ b. រេប=ប@រ�រខFtនអ8កពីជំងឺេនះ 
□ c. េ�គស�� ៃនជំងឺែដលបង េឡ:ងេ�យវRរុសកូរSូTUបេភទថXី 
□ d. រេប=បែដលជំងឺេនះឆFងពីមនុសNi8 ក់េPមនុសNi8 ក់េទ=ត 
□ e. អ,ីែដលUត~វេធ,: Uបសិនេប:អ8កiនេ�គស��  
□ f. �និភ័យ និងផលវ�;ក 
□ g. ដៃទេទ=ត 

 

(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
12. េត:សកមX�ពចមHងៗអ,ីខFះ ែដលAរអប់រ|xំងេនះផ#ល់អនុAសន៍ឱcមនុសNទូេPេធ,:? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់ែដលUត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
□ a. �ងAr តៃដឱc;នេទ=ងxត់េ�យេUប:Aបូ៊ និងទឹក ឬេជល�ងៃដែដលេធ,:ពីyកុល  � 
□ b. ©0 ំy�រែដលចមrិន;នឆrិនលr 🍳xyz{| 
□ c. Uគបiត់េ}េពលកrក េ�យUប�ស ឬបត់ែកងៃដ  🤧~����� 
□ d. េច=ស¥ងយកៃដប៉ះែភ8ក Uចមុះ និងiត់  👀���👃���👄����🚫���👈��� 
□ e. រកgគiF តែដលiនសុវត�ិ�ពពីអ8កដៃទេទ=ត និងេច=ស¥ងកែនFងែដលiនមនុសNេUច:ន 
□ f. រកgគiF តពីមនុសNែដលiនជំងឺs# Aយ 
□ g. Uបសិនេប:អ8កេ§# ខFtន កrក និងពិ;កដកដេងª:ម សូម�ប់េPជួបUគ~េពទc 🏥PQRSTU 
□ h. េ}ផBះ Uបសិនេប:អ8កiនជំងឺ េល:កែលងែតUត~វេPរកេស¥ែថxំសុខ�ព  🏠������ 
□ i. Aរអប់រ|េនះពំុ;នេល:កេស8:ឱcេធ,:សកមX�ពអ,ីេឡ:យ 
□ j. ដៃទេទ=ត 

 

(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
  

13. េប:�ម@រយល់េឃ:ញរបស់អ8ក Aរអប់រ|ែដលអ8ក;នទទួលអំពីជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ iនលក«ណៈ? 
o 1. {យUសtលយល់ 
o 2. ពិ;កយល់ខFះ/eំឱciន@រ�ន់Uចឡំ 
o 3. ពិ;កយល់�F ងំ/eំឱciន@រ�ន់Uចឡំ�F ងំ 

  
14. េត:អ8ក;នទទួលព័ត៌iនអំពីជំងឺេនះពីUបភពT? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់ែដលUត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
□ a.  វ�ទc0 📻#$%&'()* 
□ b. ទូរទសNន៍ 📺,-./01 
□ c. sB ងំ;៉ណូ/sB ងំរូប�ព 
□ d. @ែសត(អន¢ញ ឬ េ;ះពុម£) 📜3456 
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□ e. េហ,សបុ៊ក (Facebook) 👍89: 
□ f. េគហទំព័រ 💻<=>?@AB 
□ g. ¥ត់ស៍ែអ៊ប (WhatsApp) 📞DEF 
□ h. េតេឡU@ម (Telegram) 
□ i. បT# ញAរព័ត៌iនដៃទេទ=ត📱HIJKLMN 
□ j. មូល�� នសុ�ភិ;ល/បុគ¦លិកផ#ល់េស¥ែថxំសុខ�ព  🏥PQRSTU 
□ k. សiជិកUគtAរ 👪WXYZ[\]̂_̀abcde 
□ l. មិត�ភក�ិ 👦ghijk 
□ m. បុគ¦លិកមណ� លសុខ�ព 🏥PQRSTU 
□ n. Uក0មUបឹកg/េមឃំុ 
□ o. y1� ធរភូមិ 
□ p. េមដឹកeំAសe 
□ q. Uគ~ព�;លបុ�ណ 
□ r. បុគ¦លិកេU§រ�� ភិ;លែដលចុះអប់រ|ផNព,ផgយ�មសហគមន៍ 
□ s. Uប�នUក0មកFឹបកុiរ 
□ t. Uគ~បេUង¨ន 📚mnopqrstuv 
□ u. ដៃទេទ=ត 

 

(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
15. េត:អ8កេធ,:សកមX�ព�ងេU@មញឹក©ប់កUមិតT េ}ក80ងជីវ�តUបwំៃថរបស់អ8ក?  

 
�ងសir តៃដ1មួយAបូ៊ និងទឹក �៉ងេ�ចTស់ ២០ វ�eទី ឬេUប:yកុល�ងៃដ េ}េពលពំុiនទឹក និងAបូ៊�👏¡¢£¤ 

o 1. មិនែដល 
o 2. េពលខFះ 
o 3. ញឹក©ប់ 

 

ចមrិនy�រឱc;នឆrិនលr 🍳xyz{| 

o 1. មិនែដល 
o 2. េពលខFះ 
o 3. ញឹក©ប់ 

 

Uគបiត់េ}េពលកrក/កT# ស់េ�យេUប:Uក�ស និងេwលេPក80ងធុងសំ�ម�F មៗ🤧~�����  🚮§̈© 

o 1. មិនែដល 
o 2. េពលខFះ 
o 3. ញឹក©ប់ 

 

កrក/កT# ស់�ក់ែកងៃដ 
o 1. មិនែដល 
o 2. េពលខFះ 
o 3. ញឹក©ប់ 

 

ប៉ះមុខរបស់អ8ក🤦«¬®̄°±² 

o 1. មិនែដល 
o 2. េពលខFះ 
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o 3. ញឹក©ប់ 
 

េច=ស¥ងកែនFងែដលiនមនុសNេUច:ន 
o 1. មិនែដល 
o 2. េពលខFះ 
o 3. ញឹក©ប់ 

 

រកNគiF តសុវត�ិ�ពពីអ8កដៃទេទ=ត �́�µ¶·̧¹º 

o 1. មិនែដល 
o 2. េពលខFះ 
o 3. ញឹក©ប់ 

 

16. Uបសិនេប:iន េត:ក�� អ,ីខFះែដល��ងំអ8កមិនឱcេធ,:សកមX�ពxំងេនះឱc;នញឹក©ប់ ឬញឹក©ប់�F ងំក80ងជីវ�តរស់េ}Uបwំៃថរបស់អ8ក? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់ែដលUត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់

អ8ក) 
□ a. ពំុiនទឹកAr ត 
□ b. ពំុiនAបូ៊ 
□ c. មិនwំ/េភFចេធ,: 
□ d. មុខរបរចិ��ឹមជីវ�តរបស់ខ�0ំ yUស័យេល:សកមX�ពែដលខ�0ំUត~វេ}េក=កនឹងមនុសN1េUច:នeក់ 
□ e. ខ�0ំមិនេជ°k¥សំ�ន់/wំ;ច់េeះេឡ:យ 
□ f. ដៃទេទ=ត 

 

(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
17. Uបសិនេប:iន េត:ក�� អ,ីខFះ ែដលeំឱcអ8កអនុវត��មឥរ��បថxំងេនះ (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់ែដលUត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
□ a. ខ�0ំែតងែតេធ,:�ម@រអនុវត�xំងេនះ1និច� �ំងពីមុនេពលiនវRរុសកូរSូT/ជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ មកេម៉Fះ 
□ b. មិត�ភក�ិ/UគtAរU;ប់ឱcខ�0ំេធ,:ែបបេនះ 
□ c. @លពីេពលថXីៗេនះ ខ�0ំ�F ប់េឃ:ញAរអប់រ| និងព័ត៌iនែដលU;ប់ឱcេធ,:ែបបេនះ 
□ d. ដៃទេទ=ត 

 

(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
18. េត:មនុសNUក0មTែដលអ8កគិតkUបឈមមុខខ/ស់yចឆFងជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់ែដលUត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
□ a. កុiរyយុេU@ម ៥ �8  ំ👶¼½¾¿ÀÁÂ 
□ b. េកXងជំទង់yយុដល់ ១៩ �8  ំ 🧑ÄÅÆÇÈ👧ÊËÌÍÎÏ 
□ c. យុវជន  👫ÑÒÓÔÕÖ×ØÙÚÛÜ 
□ d. មនុសNេពញវ³យ  👨Þßàáâ 
□ e. wស់ជ�  👵äåæçèéêë 
□ f. ´ស�ីiនៃផBេ�ះ 🤰íîïð 
□ g. បុគ¦លិកសុ�ភិ;ល  🏥PQRSTU 
□ h. អ8កែដលiនជំងឺ�ុៃំរS  🤒òóôõö÷ 
□ i. ដៃទេទ=ត 

 
  

(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
19. េប:�ម@រយល់េឃ:ញរបស់អ8ក េត:អ8កyចេរ=ប�ប់;នេទ ពី�និភ័យរបស់អ8កក80ង@រឆFងជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ Uបសិនេប:អ8កមិនUប0ងUបយ័ត8/េធ,:សកមX�ព@រ�រខFtនេeះេទ? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកចេមF:យមួយ) 
o 1. ពំុiន�និភ័យេAះ😎ùúûü 
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o 2. �និភ័យxប😐þÿ! 
o 3. �និភ័យមធcម 😮#$% 
o 4. �និភ័យខ/ស់ 😯'()* 
o 5. �និភ័យខ/ស់�F ងំ    😲,-./0   

20. េប:�ម@រយល់េឃ:ញរបស់អ8ក េត:អ8ក/UគtAររបស់អ8កiនលទµ�ពឆFងវRរុសកូរSូTកUមិតT េU@យេពលអនុវត�@រUប0ងUបយ័ត8/សកមX�ព@រ�រខFtន;នUតឹមUត~វរួច? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកចេមF:យមួយ) 
o 1. ពំុiន�និភ័យេAះ😎ùúûü 
o 2. �និភ័យxប😐þÿ! 
o 3. �និភ័យមធcម 😮#$% 
o 4. �និភ័យខ/ស់ 😯'()* 
o 5. �និភ័យខ/ស់�F ងំ    😲,-./0  

  
21. េត:អ8កគិតkជំងឺកូវRដ ១៩ បង ផលប៉ះ�ល់ធន់ធរកUមិតTដល់សុខ�ពរបស់អ8ក (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកចេមF:យមួយ) 
o 1. មិនធន់ធរ�F ងំ ¥ដូច1ជំងឺs# AយធមX� ឬមិនធន់ធរដូចជំងឺs# AយធមX�ផង 
o 2. ធន់ធរែដរ ខ�0ំyចសUiកព�;លេ}មនBីរេពទc 
o 3. ធន់ធរ�F ងំ ពួកេគyចUត~វេ}ែផ8កសេU{¶ ះបeB ន់ (ICU) 
o 4. ធន់ធរ�F ងំបំផុត ខ�0ំyច;ត់បង់ជីវ�ត 

 

22. េត:វRរុសកូរSូTឆFង�មរេប=បT? (សូមជេUម:សេរRសជេUម:សxំងអស់ែដលពិត) 
□ a. @រប��~លoម 💉234567 
□ b. ដំណក់ទឹកតូចលrិត (ដូច1ដំណក់ទឹកiត់) ពីអ8កែដល;នឆFងជំងឺេនះ 💦9:;< 
□ c. ឆFង�មខcល់  🌬>?@ABC 
□ d. @រប៉ះsB ល់1មួយនឹង�ង@យរបស់អ8កែដល;នឆFងជំងឺេនះ  🤧~�����🤒òóôõö÷ 
□ e. @រប៉ះsB ល់1មួយនឹង�ង@យរបស់ជនបរេទស 👫ÑÒÓÔÕÖ×ØÙÚÛÜ 
□ f. @រប៉ះវត�0/ៃផBែដលiន1ប់េមេ�គ � 
□ g. @រប៉ះ�ល់ក80ងេពលរួមេភទ  👫ÑÒÓÔÕÖ×ØÙÚÛÜ 
□ h. @រប៉ះ1មួយនឹងសត,ែដលiន1ប់េមេ�គ  🐷EFGHIJ🐮LMNOPQRS👈��� 
□ i. មូស�ំ � 
□ j. ©0 ំy�រែដលiន1ប់េមេ�គ  🍽UVWXY 
□ k. ផឹកទឹកមិនAr ត 💧[\ 
□ l. ឆFងពីi# យេPកូន 🤰íîïð 
□ m. ដៃទេទ=ត 

 

(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
23. េត:អ8កគិតk@រអនុវត��ងេU@មេនះiនUបសិទµ�ពកUមិតTក80ង@រប{  រ@រឆFងវRរុសកូរSូT ពីមនុសNi8 ក់ េPមនុសNi8 ក់េទ=ត?  

 
�👏¡¢£¤ �ងសir តៃដ1មួយAបូ៊ និងទឹក �៉ងេ�ចTស់ ២០ វ�eទី 

o 1. ពំុiនUបសិទµ�ពxល់ែតេAះ 
o 2. iនUបសិទµ�ពតិចតួច 
o 3. ធមX� 
o 4. iនUបសិទµ�ពខFះ 
o 5. iនUបសិទµ�ពខ/ស់ 
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🍳xyz{| ចមrិនy�រឱc;នឆrិនលr 
o 1. ពំុiនUបសិទµ�ពxល់ែតេAះ 
o 2. iនUបសិទµ�ពតិចតួច 
o 3. ធមX� 
o 4. iនUបសិទµ�ពខFះ 
o 5. iនUបសិទµ�ពខ/ស់ 

 

�  Uគបiត់េ}េពលកrក/កT# ស់ 
o 1. ពំុiនUបសិទµ�ពxល់ែតេAះ 
o 2. iនUបសិទµ�ពតិចតួច 
o 3. ធមX� 
o 4. iនUបសិទµ�ពខFះ 
o 5. iនUបសិទµ�ពខ/ស់ 

 

🤧~�����🚮§̈© កT# ស់�ក់ែកងៃដ/�ក់Uក�ស និងយកេPេwលក80ងធុងសំ�មឱc;ន�ប់រហ័ស 
o 1. ពំុiនUបសិទµ�ពxល់ែតេAះ 
o 2. iនUបសិទµ�ពតិចតួច 
o 3. ធមX� 
o 4. iនUបសិទµ�ពខFះ 
o 5. iនUបសិទµ�ពខ/ស់ 

 

🚫���🤦«¬®̄°±² មិនប៉ះមុខ 
o 1. ពំុiនUបសិទµ�ពxល់ែតេAះ 
o 2. iនUបសិទµ�ពតិចតួច 
o 3. ធមX� 
o 4. iនUបសិទµ�ពខFះ 
o 5. iនUបសិទµ�ពខ/ស់ 

 

េច=ស¥ងកែនFងមនុសNUបមូលផ#0ំ·8 េUច:ន 
o 1. ពំុiនUបសិទµ�ពxល់ែតេAះ 
o 2. iនUបសិទµ�ពតិចតួច 
o 3. ធមX� 
o 4. iនUបសិទµ�ពខFះ 
o 5. iនUបសិទµ�ពខ/ស់ 

 

រកgគiF តេ}ក80ងសង¦ម (រកgគiF ត ១,៥ ែម៉UតពីមនុសNដៃទេទ=ត) 
o 1. ពំុiនUបសិទµ�ពxល់ែតេAះ 
o 2. iនUបសិទµ�ពតិចតួច 
o 3. ធមX� 
o 4. iនUបសិទµ�ពខFះ 
o 5. iនUបសិទµ�ពខ/ស់ 

 

24. េត:iនវ��ន@រអ,ីេផNងែដលមិនiនែចង�ងេល: ែដលអ8កគិតkiនUបសិទµ�ពក80ង@រប{  រ@រឆFងវRរុសកូរSូT? 
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25. Uបសិនេប:តUម~វ េត:សកមX�ពTខFះែដលអ8កUត~វេធ,: េ}េពលែដលអ8ក ឬសiជិកTi8 ក់េ}ក80ងUគtAររបស់អ8កមិនUសtលខFtន ដូច1Uគ0នេ§#  និងកrក1េដ:ម? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់

ែដលUត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
□ a. ពំុេធ,:អ,ីេAះ ខ�0ំបន�ជីវ�តដូចធមX� មិនយូរបុ៉eX នជំងឺេនះនឹងែលងiនេទ=ត 
□ b. ខ�0ំេ}ផBះ េដ:មHីកំុឱcខ�0ំចមFងេPអ8កដៃទេទ=ត 
□ c. ខ�0ំ�ក់i៉ស់ 
□ d. ខ�0ំ©0 ំែតរហូតដល់េពលខ�0ំ;នធូរេសH:យ 
□ e. ខ�0ំសំុដំបូeX នពីអ8កជិត�ងរបស់ខ�0ំ 
□ f. ខ�0ំេPមណ� លសុខ�ព 
□ g. ខ�0ំេPមនBីរេពទcរដ� 
□ h. ខ�0ំេPទិញk8 ពីំឱសថA� ន 
□ i. ខ�0ំេPជួបUគ~ែខXរ (Uគ~ព�;លបុ�ណ) 
□ j. ខ�0ំេPគFីនិកឯកជន 
□ k. ខ�0ំទូរសពBេPេលខ ១១៥ និងេធ,:�មដំបូeX នរបស់ពួកេគ 
□ l. ដៃទេទ=ត 

  
(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
  

26. េត:អ8កចង់ដឹងអ,ីបែន�មេទ=តអំពីជំងឺេនះ? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់ែដលUត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
 
□ a. រេប=ប@រ�រខFtនអ8កពីជំងឺេនះ 
□ b. េ�គស�� ៃនជំងឺែដលបង េឡ:ងេ�យវRរុសកូរSូTUបេភទថXី 
□ c. រេប=បែដលជំងឺេនះឆFងពីមនុសNi8 ក់េPមនុសNi8 េ់ទ=ត 
□ d. អ,ីែដលUត~វេធ,: Uបសិនេប:អ8កiនេ�គស��  
□ e. Uក0មែដលUបឈមមុខខ/ស់បំផុត 
□ f. រេប=បព�;លជំងឺេនះ 
□ g. វ��ន@រែដលUត~វេធ,: េដ:មHីទប់A  ត់@រចមFង 
□ h. ដៃទេទ=ត 

  
(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
  

27. េប:�ម@រយល់េឃ:ញរបស់អ8ក េត:iនមនុសNេ}ក80ងសហគមន៍របស់អ8ក ែដលទទួល;ន@រេរRសេអ:ងេ�យAរែតវRរុសកូរSូTេនះែដរឬេទ? 
o 1.;ទ/wស 

o 2.េទ 

 
  

28. Uបសិនេប:iន េត:មនុសNUក0មTែដលUត~វ;នេរRសេអ:ង េ�យAរែតវRរុសកូរSូT? 
 
  

29. េត:អ8កiន@រUពtយ;រម£អ,ីខFះ ក80ងA� ន@រណ៍បច�0បHន8េនះ? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់ែដលUត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
 

□ a. ខ�0ំ�F ចk ខ�0ំyចឆFងជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ 
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□ b. ខ�0ំ�F ចk សiជិកUគtAររបស់ខ�0ំyចឆFងជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ 
□ c. ខ�0ំ�F ចk ខ�0ំនឹងUត~វេគបេeB ស Uបសិនេប:ខ�0ំឆFងជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ 
□ d. ខ�0ំ�F ចk ខ�0ំនឹងទទួលរង@រេរRសេអ:ង Uបសិនេប:ឆFងជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ 
□ e. ខ�0ំពំុ;នទទួលព័ត៌iនច¹ស់�ស់អំពីរេប=ប@រ�រជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ 
□ f. ខ�0ំពំុ;នទទួលព័ត៌iនច¹ស់�ស់អំពីរេប=បែស,ងរក@រព�;ល Uបសិនេប:ខ�0ំឆFងជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ 
□ g. ខ�0ំiន@រUពtយ;រម£អំពី@រសិកgអប់រ|eេពលអeគត Uបសិនេប:ជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ េ}បន�ឆFងែបបេនះ 
□ h. ខ�0ំiន@រUពtយ;រម£អំពីU;ក់ចំណូលUគtAររបស់ខ�0ំ Uបសិនេប:ជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ បន�ឆFង 
□ i. ខ�0ំធុញA8 ក់េ}ក80ងផBះ េU�ះខ�0ំមិនyចេលង1មួយមិត�ភក�ិរបស់ខ�0ំ;នេឡ:យ 
□ j. ខ�0ំពំុyចទទួល;នឯកAរេរ=នសូUតេឡ:យ េពលេ}ផBះ 
□ k. ខ�0ំពំុiនyរមXណ៍លrេឡ:យ េពលេ}ផBះ/ខ�0ំពំុ;នទទួល@រែថxំឱc;នលrេឡ:យេពលេ}ផBះ 
□ l. ដៃទេទ=ត 

 

(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
30. Uបសិនេប:អ8កចង់េល:កេឡ:ងពី@រUពtយ;រម£ ឬមតិUតឡប់របស់អ8កអំពីប�ª �ក់ព័នµ1មួយនឹងជំងឺកូវRដ-១៩ េត:អ8កេពញចិត�នឹងេUប:យន�@រមួយT1ងេគ?  (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់ែដល

Uត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 
□ a. ទូរសពB�យ@រណ៍xន់េហតុ@រណ៍ �̂�_̀abcdefgh 
□ b. �ត�មេហ,សបុ៊ក 💬jkl 
□ c. Uក0ម�មេតេឡU@ម (Telegram) 📱HIJKLMN 
□ d. Uក0ម¥ត់ស៍ែអ៊ប (WhatsApp) 📞DEF 
□ e. អីុែមល 📨nopqr 
□ f. ដៃទេទ=ត 

 

(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក)  
31. Uបសិនេប:េយ:ងចង់េឆF:យតបចំេ�ះមតិUតឡប់ និង@រUពtយ;រម£របស់អ8ក េត:វ�ធីមួយTែដល{យUសtលបំផុតសUiប់អ8ក? (សូមេUជ:សេរRសយកUគប់ចំណុចxំងអស់ែដលUត~វនឹងចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក) 

 
□ a. ទូរសពB�យ@រណ៍xន់េហតុ@រណ៍ �̂�_̀abcdefgh 
□ b. �ត�មេហ,សបុ៊ក 💬jkl 
□ c. Uក0ម�មេតេឡU@ម (Telegram) 📱HIJKLMN 
□ d. Uក0ម¥ត់ស៍ែអ៊ប (WhatsApp) 📞DEF 
□ e. អីុែមល 📨nopqr 
□ f. ដៃទេទ=ត 

 

(េ�យAរអ8កេUជ:សេរRសចេមF:យដ៏ៃទេទ=ត សូមេរ=ប�ប់ពីចេមF:យរបស់អ8ក)  
32. េត:អ8កចង់ឱcេយ:ង�ក់ប��~លអ8ក េPក80ងេតេឡU@ម (telegram)/¥ត់ស៍ែអ៊ប (WhatsApp) ែដលយូនីេសហ,កំពុងេUប:U;ស់ េដ:មHីែចករ|ែលកព័ត៌iនសំ�ន់ៗអំពីរេប=ប@រ�រអ8ក 

និងUគtAររបស់អ8កឱciនសុវត�ិ�ព េ�យក80ងេeះiនធន�នដូច1 វRេដអូ ចេUម¨ង និងឯកAរអប់រ|េផNងេទ=តែដរឬេទ? 
o 1.;ទ/wស 

o 2.េទ 

  
33. សូម�ក់េលខទូរសពBៃដរបស់អ8ក េដ:មHីេយ:ងខ�0ំ�ក់អ8កប��~លក80ងUក0មេតេឡU@ម និង¥ត់ស៍ែអ៊ប 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
សូមអរគុណែដល;នែចករ|ែលកគំនិតរបស់អ8ក1មួយយូនីេសហ,! 

 
សUiប់ព័ត៌iនបែន�ម សូមចូលេP@ន់េគហទំព័រ៖  
យូនីេសហ,កម/01៖ https://www.unicef.org/cambodia/ 
Uកសួងសុ�ភិ;ល៖ http://moh.gov.kh/ 
 
សូមចងwំអនុវត�ដូច�ងេU@ម...  
� 👏¡¢£¤�ងAr តៃដរបស់អ8កឱc;នញឹក©ប់1មួយAបូ៊នឹងទឹក �៉ងេ�ចTស់ ២០ វ�eទី។  
🚫���👃���👄����👀���េច=ស¥ងប៉ះែភ8ក Uចមុះ និងiត់ េU�ះៃដ របស់េយ:ងប៉ះរបស់1េUច:ន ែដលyចយកវRរុសមក1មួយ។  
❌tu អនុវត�@ររកg@រគiF តពី·8 េ}ក80ងសង¦ម។ Uត~វរកgគiF ត�៉ងេ�ចTស់ ១ ែម៉Uត រ¥ងអ8ក និងអ8កេផNងេទ=តែដលកំពុងកrក ឬកT# ស់។ 
🤧~�����🚮§̈© � 👏¡¢£¤ Uគបiត់ និងUចមុះរបស់អ8កេ�យេUប:ែកងៃដ ឬUក�ស េ}េពលកrក ឬកT# ស់។ េwលUក�សែដលេUប:េហ:យ�F មៗ និងUត~វ�ងសir តៃដ។  
🏥PQRSTU 🌡wxyz សូម�ប់េPរកេស¥ែថxំសុខ�ព Uបសិនេប:អ8ក ឬមនុសN1ទីUស¢ញ់របស់អ8ក េ§# ខFtន កrក ឬពិ;កដកដេងª:ម។ 

 
 
 

 
 


